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Multi-Net: A Scalable Multiplex Network
Embedding Framework
Arunkumar Bagavathi and Siddharth Krishnan
Abstract Representation learning of networks has witnessed significant progress in
recent times. Such representations have been effectively used for classic network-
based machine learning tasks like node classification, link prediction, and network
alignment. However, very few methods focus on capturing representations for mul-
tiplex or multilayer networks, which are more accurate and detailed representations
of complex networks. In this work, we propose Multi-Net a fast and scalable em-
bedding technique for multiplex networks. Multi-Net, effectively maps nodes to a
lower-dimensional space while preserving its neighborhood properties across all the
layers. We utilize four random walk strategies in our unified network embedding
model, thus making our approach more robust than existing state-of-the-art mod-
els. We demonstrate superior performance of Multi-Net on four real-world datasets
from different domains. In particular, we highlight the uniqueness of Multi-Net by
leveraging it for the complex task of network reconstruction.
1 Introduction
Networks are ubiquitous and are popular mathematical abstractions to analyze data,
particularly web data. The natural interconnectedness that web data, like social and
information networks, presents make networks a natural metaphor to understand the
relationships exhibited in the high-volume multi-modal nature of data. Thus most
analytics research for networks such as link prediction [1] or node classification [3]
involving machine learning, require features that are descriptive and discriminative.
Thus it is important to translate complex graph data into a set of attributes through
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creative feature engineering, which can often be difficult to compute, especially for
high volume of data.
The significant research thrust and recent successes in word and document em-
beddings (word2vec and doc2vec) [14, 19] have motivated researchers to explore
analogous representations in related fields, for example networks. Recent works like
node2vec, DeepWalk (see related works) have explored dynamic feature repre-
sentations of a large scale network to a low-dimensional vector space. These low-
dimensional features have been effectively used in network specific analytics like
link prediction [1] or node classification [3]. However, large scale networks such as
Fig. 1: Example of a multiplex network MG with multiple networks G1,G2,G3.
Each layer can be either different media like Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn or
different interaction types like retweet, mention and reply.
social networks and human brain tissue networks, in the real world, exist with mul-
tiple layers of embedded or independent networks. For example, in case of social
networks, a user is usually present in multiple social media platforms like Twitter,
Facebook, Youtube, etc. and exhibits different level of interaction and behavior in
each network as given in Figure 1. Although, few existing models focus on repre-
senting nodes based on multiplex networks [26, 27], these representations can be
made more robust by exploring random walk techniques that are dedicated for mul-
tiplex networks. Using these techniques, an embedding technique that accounts for
the multi-layered existence and interaction of the nodes will equip learning algo-
rithms with a richer vocabulary for learning tasks like link prediction across different
networks. With this multiplex node embeddings, we explore a network reconstruc-
tion task. For example, by learning a node’s interaction patterns in the retweet and
mentions network, can we predict the underlying friend-follower network structure?
This question is one of the motivating examples for our study and presents an inter-
esting use-case of Multi-Net.
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Summary of contributions
Our major contributions in this paper include:
• How a multiplex network can be efficiently explored to create a node con-
text? We provide multiple random walk strategies that effectively navigate
through the layered structure of the networks. The crux of such strategies lies in
devising a random walker’s transition probability to account for in-layer traversal
and a switching probability for cross-layered movement.
• How large scale multiplex networks can be represented in a lower dimen-
sional space? We propose Multi-Net a fast, scalable, deep network embedding
algorithm that preserves the cross-layered neighborhood of a node across its var-
ious interaction patterns.
• How to reconstruct a layer in a multiplex network using Multi-Net frame-
work? By extracting distributed feature representations of a node in a multilay-
ered neighborhood preserving context and its structural arrangement in L − 1
layers, we use Multi-Net to effectively infer the complete structure of the L th
network layer. Our experiments show that our models outperform recently pro-
posed multiplex network embedding methods OhmNet [27] and MNE [26] by
approximately 11% accuracy. To our knowledge, this is the first work to evaluate
multiple random walks for multiplex network embedding and compare against
existing models.
2 Related work
Feature learning is one of the sustained and prominent topics in the machine learn-
ing group. Feature representations are most required to study the properties and do
more accurate predictions or forecasting on large scale social/other networks. Over
a decade human engineered feature representations, based on network’s structural
and temporal properties, has been widely used in multiple tasks like node classi-
fication [11], characterizing information cascades [13]. Although these works give
promising results, they are task specific. The Skip-gram model proposed by Mikolov
et al. [19] has spurred lot of activity among research communities to automatically
learn features from data, like networks. The end goal of all network embedding
methods is to learn an encoding for the network nodes that effectively captures
crucial properties of a node such as their neighborhood connectivity, degree, and
position. Since such methods group together nodes that share same properties, these
techniques are being used for variety of tasks like node and link prediction [9,17,21]
, node clustering [16] and community detection [22].
Network embedding literature can take two-fold. The first method is using matrix
factorization techniques. With this method, the entire graph is represented as an
adjacency matrix where each cell in the matrix represent node relationship. This
matrix is processed and projected into a lower dimensional space [12]. This method
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comes with a cost of lower scalability and it does not capture structural properties of
a node in the network. Neural network based network embedding can overcome the
above mentioned limitations of matrix factorization approach. Nodes in the network
can be organized in such a way that the neural network based Skip-gram model can
be applied to learn features by optimizing neighborhood preserving objective. The
most efficient method to gather network neighborhood is to do random walks [1].
The two most popular methods that uses random walks and Skip-gram model to
learn features of large-scale networks are DeepWalk [21] and Node2Vec [9].
Table 1: Summary of notations
Notation Description
MG Multiplex network
L number of layers in MG
V non-empty set of vertexes in MG
E non-empty set of edges in MG
d size of feature dimension of a node
Cu Set of neighborhood nodes of node u
wαβi j transition probability to move from node i
in layer α to j in layer β
A adjacency matrix
Dαα distance matrix(shortest distance to travel
between nodes) of a network α
si strength of node i defined as ∑ j,β
(
aααi j +
Dαβii
)
with accordance with L layers
smax maxi,α sαi
Si,α ∑ j aααi j
Although predictions and forecastings based on network embeddings from the
above methods gives promising results, the real world networks are complex and
available in multiple forms. Some of such complex networks include temporal net-
works [23], sign network [15] and multi-layer network [4]. Learning representations
from such networks can improve prediction and forecasting power of a learning al-
gorithm. We focus on feature representations on a special kind of multilayer network
called multiplex network. The key challenge involved in learning features from a
multiplex network is to consider learning from multiple layers or networks to give a
single representation. The very naive approach of extracting features from the mul-
tilayer network is to merge all networks into a single network [4, 18]. Combining
multiple networks into a single network may disturb the topological order or prop-
erties of nodes with respect to each network in the multiplex network [6]. To over-
come this limitation, a hierarchy based model has been proposed to learn features
from multilayer networks that uses Node2Vec [9] to get embeddings of multiple
networks and a hierarchy to combine such embeddings [27]. The drawback of this
approach is that it relies on a hierarchy of layers of networks to combine the results.
However, in the real world multilayer networks such as social networks, such hi-
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erarchy does not exist and manually designing such hierarchies may not represent
the network to the highest precision. Recently a Scalable Multiplex Network Em-
bedding(MNE) [26] has been introduced, which has performance overload since it
extracts additional embeddings of nodes from multiple layers in the network. In this
paper, we propose a simple random walk procedure, inspired from [10], to orga-
nize nodes across multiple networks and use such sequence of nodes to learn their
low-dimensional features.
3 Problem Formulation
Our goal in this paper is to learn low-dimensional node features represented as con-
tinuous vectors, without extracting them manually, from a multiplex network. Ta-
ble 1 gives a summary of all notations used in this paper. More formally,
Multiplex network: A multiplex network is a tuple
MG =
(
Vi,Ei
)L
i=1,
where Vi and Ei are the set of vertexes and edges at layer i respectively and L is
the number of layers. Informally, MG is a collection of networks G1,G2, . . .GL . We
make an assumption for the node set
L⋂
i=1
Vi, for all layers i ∈ L , to have non-null
intersection, to learn representation of each node across multiple layers.
Problem Statement:
Given: A multiplex network MG with a subset of nodes exist across multiple layers
with different layer-level neighborhood topologies, random walk length l, number
of walks per node n and a positive embedding size d;
Aim: To learn distributed feature representations of nodes of multiplex network (V )
from all layers of the network.
More intuitively, consider a multiplex network MG =
(
Vi,Ei
)L
i=1 with L layers
of networks, where V is the intersection of nodes
L⋂
i=1
Vi from all L layers. The
figurative description of our proposed approach on node embeddings from multiplex
networks is given in Figure 2. For the multiplex network, we proceed with following
steps:
• Given an embedding size d, where d < |V |, we first extract the neighborhood
of each node using random walks. For each layer in the multiplex network, the
random walk collects neighborhood of size l for every node. Due to the approxi-
mate nature of random walks, we run n random walks on each node to collect its
neighborhood.
• Having obtained node contexts, we learn a d-dimensional feature vector of each
node
(
where d < |V |) using an optimization that maximizes the likelihood of
neighbors of a node acrossL layers
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4 Methodology
Fig. 2: Multi-Net methodology pipeline. (a) Proposed random walks on all nodes of
across multiple network layers, (b) Sequence random walked nodes for each node,
(c) Node sequences are given as inputs to the proposed embedding model, (d) Output
features as d-dimension vectors from the embedding model
We construct our problem as a maximum likelihood optimization problem, simi-
lar to earlier works like word2vec [19], node2vec [9] and OhmNet [27]. We frame
our method in such a way that it can be applied to (un)directed and (un)weighted
networks also. Our method is a simple first step in a series of work to perform feature
representation in a multiplex setup without requiring any hierarchy, like in [27], but
the node representations still capture their neighborhood properties. Since a node
can exist in many layers of a multiplex network, we assume that a node v in layer
i can be related to neighbors of v from other layers such as j,k, l, . . . based on a
probability ratio p.
4.1 Learning objective
In simple terms, we define our feature learning as a mapping function f : V →
Rd that map all nodes(V ) from all layers of networks MG1,MG2, . . .MGL to a
d-dimensional feature space, where d < |V |, which can be used for prediction or
forecasting tasks. For each node(u) in the given multiplex network MG, where u ∈
V , we define its multi-layer network neighborhood(Cu). We aim to optimize the
objective function, similar to the one given in [9, 19], that maximizes the following
log-likelihood for neighborhood Cu of a node u across all layers in the multiplex
network as given in Equation 1
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max
f
∑
i∈L
∑
u∈i
logPr
((
Cu
)| f (u)) (1)
and Cu is the neighborhood of node u across all L layers. We define the neigh-
borhood Cu of a node u sample of neighbors obtained while traversing through mul-
tiplex network random walks. The probability Pr
((
Cu
)| f (u)) can be defined as
visiting a neighbor x‖x ∈Cu is independent of visiting other neighbors Cu−x of the
node u, given a feature representation of node u is given in Equation 2
Pr
((
Cu
)| f (u))= ∏
v∈Cu
Pr
(
v| f (u)) (2)
Further, we model Pr
(
v| f (u)) as a softmax function of a dot product of node
pair features as given in Equation 3.
Pr
(
v| f (u))= exp( f (v) . f (u))
∑
v∈V
exp( f (v) . f (u)) (3)
4.2 Random walks
4.2.1 Simple random walks
In general, we simulate random walks of length l on a set of vertices in a network
G =
(
V,E
)
to get a sequence of nodes. Consider a random walker is in the nth
node(vn) of a random walk, starting at a pre-defined node v0. The random walker
can move to the next node(vn+1) based on the following probability:
P
(
vn+1 = j | vn = i
)
=
{ wi j
c i f ei, j ∈ E
0 Otherwise
where, ei, j is (un)directed edge between nodes i and j, wi j is the transition prob-
ability for moving from node i to j and c is a normalizing constant.
4.2.2 Random walks on multiplex network
Even though varieties of random walks have been proposed [9] for single layer
networks, only few exists for multiplex networks [10] [24]. We use three random
walks procedures from the literature [10, 24] defined for multiplex networks: Clas-
sical, Diffusive and Physical random walks. Furthermore, we add our multi-net ran-
dom walk method to the existing multilayer random walk procedures and compare
results in all experiments. Table 2 gives transition probabilities defined for each ran-
dom walk methods. We define the following formula to sample the next neighbor
either from the current layer or from another layer for the multi-net random walk in
Equation 4
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P
(
vn+1 = jβ | vn = iα
)
=
{
wγγi j
c i f eiγ , jγ ∈ Eγ , i 6= j
0 i f i = j
(4)
where, γ ∈ {α,β} and wγγi j is the transition probability of moving from node i to
j either within the same layer(α) or to a different layer(β ) as given in Table 2. Here
the layers
{
α,β ,γ
}⊂ {1,2, . . .L }. Based on the above transition probability func-
tion, a random walker can walk from one node to another either within the network
or another layer without maintaining any hierarchy of layers. We calculate transi-
tion probabilities based on node degree and the transition between nodes happen in
uniform distribution ofL layers.
Table 2: Transition probabilities of nodes in for random walks in the multiplex net-
work
Transition
Probability
Classical
Random
walk
Diffusive Ran-
dom walk
Physical
Random
walk
Multi-Net
Random
walk
wααii
Dααii
sαi
smax+Dααii −sαi
smax
0 0
wαβii
Dαβii
sαi
Dαβii
smax
0 0
wααi j
aααi j
sαi
aααi j
smax
aααi j
si,α
Dααii
Si,α
1
L ∗deg
(
iα
)
wαβi j 0 0
aαβi j
si,β
Dαβii
Si,α
1
L ∗deg
(
iβ
)
4.2.3 Multi-Net:Distributed representations of multiplex networks algorithm
Algorithm 1 gives a pseudocode of our proposed distributed representation learning
of a multiplex network Multi-Net. The random walk results are biased due to the
start vertex u of the random walker. We perform random walk of length l from each
node vi from each layer MGi(where i = 1,2, . . .L ) of the multiplex network MG.
We iterate over this process n times to overcome the bias involved in randomness of
choosing a node sequence. Thus, say if a node v appears in two networks MG1,MG2,
we collect context of the node(v) 2∗n times, n times from node v of MG1 and n times
from node v of MG2, each time collecting a context or node sequence of length l
for the node v. During each random walk step, our algorithm chooses two random
options: one for choosing next layer and one for choosing next node. We select next
layer and node uniformly random. Thus each layer and node has equal transition
probability to be chosen as next. The learned d sized feature vector is optimized
using a stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
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Algorithm 1 Distributed representations of multiplex networks algorithm
1: procedure LEARNFEATURES(Multiplex graph MG =
(
Vi,Ei
)L
i=1, feature dimension d, itera-
tions per node n, walk length l, node sequence size k)
2: Set node walks to Empty
3: for i=1 to L do
4: for j=1 to n do
5: for nodes vi ∈MGi do
6: node sequence = MULTIWALK(MG,vi, l)
7: Add node sequence to node walks
8: f = StochasticGradientDescent(d,k,node walks)
9: return f
1: procedure MULTIWALK(Multiplex network MG =
(
Vi,Ei
)L
i=1, Source node u, Walk length l)
2: Create list walk with u
3: for iter=1 to l do
4: U=get last node from walk
5: Gcurr = RandomUniformSampleLayers(MG)
6: CU = getNeighbors(U,Gcurr)
7: v = RandomUniformSampleNeighbors(CU )
8: Add v to walk
9: return walk
4.2.4 Use Cases
Node embeddings from multiple networks using Multi-Net can be used inturn for
variety of large scale network analytics tasks. Some of them are discussed below:
Node classification
Given a network G =
(
V,E
)
with a set of vertices V and their corresponding la-
bels Y , node classification is learning a mapping M:V → Y . The node embedding
extracted from other layers of the multilayer network using Multi-Net or other ebed-
ding techniques [21] [9] [27] can be given as input to a classifier like SVMs, Neural
Networks, such that the classifier learns node features and their corresponding la-
bels. With proper parameter tuning in the classifier and cross validations, we can
optimize the parameters used for node embeddings models.
Network reconstruction
We define a network reconstruction problem as: given a multiplex network MG =(
Vi,Ei
)L
i=1 with L layers and vector representations of V nodes of L − 1 lay-
ers, network reconstruction task is a boolean classifier task that learns a mapping
N:
(
EL
)→{0|1} of the network using the node embeddings and predict edges and
non-edges of the entire L th layer. The training of a boolean classifier is made on
edges(EL ) and non-edges(E ′L ) of the MGL th layer in the network. We aim on net-
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work reconstruction task because in most of the social network streams, getting the
underlying social network is a tedious process(ex. Twitter API has very limited ac-
cessibility for their follower network).
5 Experiments and Results
5.1 Datasets
We use 4 datasets to evaluate our approach of multiplex network embedding.
Caenorhabditis Elegans wiring Network
This neuronal multiplex network comprise of 3 layers: electric, chemical poladic
and chemical monadic, where each layer corresponds to synaptic junction in the
Caenorhabditis Elegans nematode [5, 8]
Homo Genetic Network
We collected a sample of gene interaction data of homo sapiens from BioGRID [25]
and CoMuNe lab [8]. The original data contains multiplex network with 7 layers.
Since most of the nodes in that network are present only in one network, we took a
sample of that data with 4 layers of genetic interaction: direct interaction, physical
association, association and colocalization.
Gaming network
We collected a 4-layer multiplex network that encompasses various social interac-
tions within a virtual environment [4] made available in Harvard Dataverse. The in-
teractions include: friendship, messaging, transactions and visits. Similar to Homo
Genetic network, we sampled a part of this network to remove isolated nodes and
nodes that exist in only one layer.
Twitter network
For our initial analysis, we utilized open access data of Twitter feed networks [7].
This data comprise of 4 layered multilayer network from Twitter, that are col-
lected during the Higgs Boson event. Each layer represents Twitter’s reply, men-
tion, retweet and social relationship network. Due to copyright issues, all personal
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information like user names, id, country, religion, etc are hidden from the data. The
nodes are represented by node ID’s of 1,2, ...,n. The entire data houses approxi-
mately 456,000 unique nodes across all layers. Table 3 gives some basic properties
of all layers in the given multilayer network.
Table 3: Properties of datasets
C. Elegans H. Genetic Virtual World Higgs Boson
Layers Electric junc-
tion, Poladic
and Monadic
junctions
Direct & Physi-
cal Associations,
Association,
Colocalization
Friendship, Mes-
saging, Transac-
tions, Visits
Reply, Retweet,
Mention, Friend-
ship
Link predic-
tion
Electric junction Colocalization Friendship Friendship
# of nodes 279 17,927 39,832 456,626
# of edges 5,863 169,238 2,683,743 15,361,596
Avg. cluster-
ing coefficient
0.22 0.14 0.09 0.07
5.2 Experimental Setup
We evaluate the proposed feature learning methods with the network reconstruction
task. We compare and contrast results obtained from the proposed method with the
following deep learning based feature learning methods, with parameters same as in
their proposed work:
• DeepWalk [21]: This method extract d-dimensional features based on uniform
random walks
• Node2Vec [9]: This method learns d-dimensional features using biased random
walk strategy which helps in flexible exploration of neighborhood. We set the
parameters for exploring the neighborhood nodes: p and q as 1
• OhmNet [27]: This approach uses Node2Vec method for feature learning, but
for a multilayer network setup. This approach defines a hierarchy for representing
nodes from multiple layers. We use same parameters asNode2Vec and we create
a 2-level hierarchy for all multiplex networks.
• MNE [26]: This latest approach is similar to Node2Vec. This approach consid-
ers a base network of a multiplex network to learn the embedding of all nodes
and individual representation for each layer. Since this approach uses Node2Vec
as a base method, we use same parameters as Node2Vec algorithm.
Since DeepWalk and Node2Vec methods are suitable for single layer networks
in nature, in our experiments, we collapse L layers in the multiplex network into
a single network. A disadvantage of this approach is that it loses huge amount of
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structural dependencies of nodes belonging to each layer and may give unstable
prediction scores.
For all multiplex networks with L , we learn representations of L − 1 layers
and perform network reconstruction task on L th layer using the L2-regularized
Logistic Regression. Refer Table 3 for getting details on which layer we set for link
prediction task. Further, we set same parameter values(walk length (l=10), number
of walks per node (r=5), feature dimension (d=150), context window (w)=10) for
all experiments.
5.3 Experiment results
We compare results of state-of-the-art methods [9,21,26,27] to evaluate Multi-Net.
Due to space constraints we limit our analysis only based on Collapsed Deep-
Walk,Collapsed Node2Vec,OhmNet,MNE andMulti-Netwith multiple random
walk strategies. Since the single layer based Node2Vec and DeepWalk provided
marginal performance, we do not include their results for analysis.
Table 4: Binary operators for getting edge features from features of nodes u and
v( f
(
u
)
and f
(
v
)
respectively)
Binary Operator Formula
Hadamard [ f
(
u
)
. f
(
v
)
] = f
(
u
)∗ f (v)
Average [ f
(
u
)
+ f
(
v
)
] =
f
(
u
)
+ f
(
v
)
2
Weighted L1 || f (u). f (v)||1 = | f (u)− f (v)|
Weighted L2 || f (u). f (v)||2 = | f (u)− f (v)|2
We conducted all experiments using 4 binary operators: Hadamard, Average,
Weighted L1, Weighted L2 for getting vector representation of an edge. Formula of
these binary operators are given in Table 4.
In Figure 3, we give plots of Area Under ROC (AUROC) curve score for dif-
ferent models over different binary operators and datasets. We give plots of small
datasets(C.Elegans & H.Genetic) in Figure 3a and plots of bigger datsaets(Higgs
Boson & Virtual World) in Figure 3b. We can note that models with multilayer ran-
dom walks performing better than the state-of-the-art models, because of multilayer
random walks effectively capturing context of nodes across all layers in the given
multiplex network. In majority of the cases, we can note that Multi-Net on top of
the proposed simple random walk strategy gives atleast 11% better results than ex-
isting state-of-the-art models and atleast 5% improvement over other random walk
methods.
In relation with binary operators of combining embedding of nodes, we note
Multi-Net performs better with Weighted L1 and Weighted L2 operators in smaller
networks(Figure 3a) with around 10% performance improvement over state-of-the-
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(a) Figure a: Results of small networks
(b) Figure b: Results of larger networks
Fig. 3: AUROC scores in (%) for all models used in experiments with different bi-
nary operators to join a node’s embeddings. Red bars represent results of random
walks given in this paper and Blue bars represent results of models from the litera-
ture. Multi-Net(Uniform) is the proposed random walk method.
art on average. On the other hand, Hadamard operator suits Multi-Net over the pro-
posed random walk for larger networks(Figure 3b) with around 12% performance
gain over the state-of-the-art method multiplex network embedding methods.
From our experiments, we also note that, in some cases, simple Node2Vec and
DeepWalk, outperforms the OhmNet and MNE models, which are intended to per-
form better for multiplex networks. This is may be due to the fact that the models
requires careful engineering on parameters(hierarchies in OhmNet and embedding
dimensions in MNE). From our extensive analysis, we can show that the proposed
multilayer random walk method helps to get better embedding of nodes, which im-
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proves prediction scores. The given random walk strategies can be applied to exist-
ing models like MNE to improve their prediction scores.
5.4 Evaluation on algorithm scalability
Fig. 4: Execution times of multiple algorithms on small-medium sized datasets.
Methods in parenthesis denote that it has execution time almost similar to meth-
ods outside parenthesis
In Figure 4, we give execution times of all models on different datasets. We can
see from this figure that Multi-Net and Physical random walk procedures are more
scalable compared to existing state-of-the-art multiplex network embedding meth-
ods. We also note that Classical and Diffusive random walk methods performs better
only if the network size is very small and the performance degrades when number
of edges increase in the network. Thus the scalability of these two random walk pro-
cedures are lower compared to state-of-the-art methods. This is due to the overhead
of extracting shortest paths between nodes across multiplex networks. Eventhough,
Multi-Net and Physical random walks performs poor compared to DeepWalk, their
performance improves for larger networks like Twitter. From Figures 3 and 4, we
can note that the proposed Multi-Net method using the proposed random walk per-
forms better in terms of accuracy and scalability.
6 Discussion and Future Work
The crux of developing network embeddings given a graph is to design a random-
walk procedure. Moreover, in a multiplex network we need an effective way to ag-
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gregate the low-dimensional node embeddings across the different layers. In this
work, we presented Multi-Net: a basic framework on learning features in an unsu-
pervised way from a multilayer network as an optimization problem. We have given
a simple search strategy on the multiplex network to efficiently get a node’s context
or neighborhood in a multiplex network setup. Our method benefits from the oc-
cam’s razor principle for designing random walk procedures by assigning transition
probability to a node and a simple switching probability across layers. Particularly,
the effectiveness of Multi-Net in reconstructing a multiplex network layer from rep-
resentations of nodes from other layers in the network.
This research has a lot of scope for future explorations. For example, at present
there are approaches available to learn feature representations based on static net-
works. But in reality, networks evolve over time and the topology of a node in mul-
tiple layers change over a span of time [20]. Temporal networks can effectively
model data from multiple fields like financial transactions and social media cas-
cades. Another addition to the future work can be considering higher order motifs
and graphlets [2]. All existing network embedding techniques focus on pair wise
relationship among nodes, compromising the actual structural values of a network.
However, motifs and graphlets by default captures such properties.
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